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clouds indicating that we're starting
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> A tsa agent test positive for covid‐19 an agent at
the punta gorda airport last worked there on
september 5th has the virus that ploy is a
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in 15 minutes or less. >> One tsa employee at the
punta gorda airport tested positive for coronavirus
the agency says that person hasn't
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lanes of the interstate at north jones loop road just
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from that another person died in a
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wise. Let's get you right to our sunrise this morning
from a punta gorda airport live shot here you can
see barely a cloud in the sky a
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babcock ranch got a few clouds mixed in as well as
the punta gorda airport expect to see some changes
today feeling more like florida less
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we've got some sunshine breaking through nice
view from captiva and punta gorda airport we've
got a few clouds out there this morning and
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for stronger storms in thefire at sunrise this
morning as we look from punta gorda airport got a
few high thin clouds out there this morning
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your bank. Fire at sunrise this morning as we look
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out there this morning helping to
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's 87 at the naples airport in collier county 87 at the
punta gorda airport in charlotte county and a touch
warmer at the lehigh senior high
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out there right now you can see a few that caught
grandson. Punta gorda airport, fort myers beach to
get some sunshine making it through
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campus, the most recent cases reported last
thursday this morning, punta gorda airport is
reporting its first confirmed case of covid‐19 a
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hopkins
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fly block a live look from the top of the terminal at
the punta gorda airport in charlotte county where
temperatures are right now are at 89
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shore. >> More breaking news here one tsa
employee at punta gorda airport tested positive for
coronavirus tsa says the last date that worker
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by as you see below it collier county reporting 40
new cases. Punta gorda airport is reporting its first
case of covid‐19 nbc 2 confirms a
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7 o'clock this airport in taiz comparable to the
punta gorda airport, a small airport in northern
ohio toledo of course about an hour from
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tracking all of it for you here on abc 7 right now it's
78 at the punta gorda airport, some rain there look
at that dew 0.77 that's going to
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presidential debate,front,george floyd
protests,good news,night president trump
debates,o'clock,online deals,peaceful
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some of us have some great sunrise checkout
captiva fort myers beach the punta gorda airport.
But we do have some cloud cover out there as a
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we look live from babcock ranch. Fort myers beach
and the punta gorda airport going to see
temperatures staying very warm and steamy as we

police,areas,breaking news,couple of
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waters,morning,national hurricane
center,nbc 2 news alert,problem,red drift
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a few high thin clouds on the horizon and more of
the same here from punta gorda airport. So all in all
everyone will be wake up to a lot of
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areas desoto county,development,first alert
meteorologist pat,high temperature,little
bit,look,police,police body camera
footage,prude's name,rain,rain and
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way of cloud cover this morning babcock ranch, fort
myers beach. And punta gorda airport, some of us
dipping down to the upper 60's arcadia

Trump's plan,area,average fothis,fall
equinox,middle,morning,morning babcock
ranch,punta gorda airport,tonight 8
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dupixent,block,block

myers beach. Some darker clouds little bit of
sunshine there at the punta gorda airport. The big
story in the gulf of mexico as hurricane
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in charlotte county and really getting close to
moving over top of the punta gorda airport and
then we'll continue to move up towathe area

rain,breaking news,coffee,cold front,collier
county,downpours,estero area,feisty
thunderstorms,island area,moderate
areas,national coffee,new flood insurance
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airport,rain,rain and thunderstorm
21395 activity,rain build,scattered

you off of 75 northbound to piper road to head
north passing the punta gorda airport to get back
17‐Sep‐2020 WINK News This Morning onto the interstate from us 17 but you saw

areas of rain after sunset,charlotte
county,few limited areas,gulf,hotel,huge
economic impact,jones loop road,little
shower,look,lube road,morning,much
traffic,rain,scattered storms,showers and
21231 storms,summerlin
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best data,children,collier

is what's happening there heading towards piper
road northbound passing that punta gorda airport
17‐Sep‐2020 WINK News This Morning and getting back on I 75 from us 17 that's

department,coronavirus,deaths,demand,eve
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. >>5.32 breaking coronavirus news a tsa screening
officer and punta gorda airport has tested positive
for covid‐19 when you're the employee

coronavirus news,collier
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patients,covid,first alert forecast
covid,forecast,front,good health,good
news,hospitals,morning,number,patients,po
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cover move and right now it's almost completely
overcast. Punta gorda airport, mainly cloudy for
campo felice downtown fort myers captiva
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point,evening,first alert forecast,increase in
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clewiston arcadia coming in with the same 80
though the naples airport same up towards a punta
gorda we're going to about 9091 92 degrees

afternoon,aisle gather,biden event,biden
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parade,candidate,city,east coast,extra cloud
coverage,family covid,few areas,few
clouds,friends and
family,investigation,killer,lot of
sunshine,love's murder,morning,new
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a truck collide. >>and as we look live here from
punta gorda airport towards the north and east
some pretty big thunderstorm clouds on live

Trump's tax cut giveaway,actor,big
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forecast,mural,nbc 2 alert center,new
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here is to go back in toward a serious just south of
the punta gorda airport over riviera lagoons. Like I
mentioned before those showers are
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foundation,money,names,news
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in naples and 85 your temperature reports are right
now at the punta gorda airport of course there in
the western side of charlotte county.
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morning as we look live right now from babcock
ranch, fort myers beach and punta gorda airport
we've got a few clouds out there but we're
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. We are just about 30 minutes away from sunrise,
nice view from the punta gorda airport. A lot of
clear skies out there this morning. But I
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to the last few days you can see some of that from
the punta gorda airport and that car crash but also
rain and thunderstorms back with us
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this is a live perspective right now from the top of
the terminal at punta gorda airport and you can see
how it looks a bit hazy here. This
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. What you're looking at right now is a live look
from the punta gorda airport. The holiday weekend
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as a live look at right here from the top of the
terminal at the punta gorda airport in charlotte
county. Sort of had this broken sky for a
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80 in naples 79 the fort myers area clouds of filled
in over punta gorda at the airport were also at 79
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winner at 66 degrees island coast high school cape
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areas of heavy rain rather for self punta gorda
heights and over the airport where the punta gorda
airport is the rain intensity over punta

a surplus, some of the nation's been very giving
near punta gorda airport sanibel 82 currently 81 for
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80 cape coral 84, fort myers a little bit cooler 79 in
punta gorda at the airport there and that's because
we are tracking a little bit of
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weeks a couple of months. Visibility down to 3
MORE IN THE MORNING miles of punta gorda airport reporting 0 visibility at
immokalee right now so some pockets of
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in immokalee we're down to 3 miles right to show
MORE IN THE MORNING you their punta gorda airport. So they're not seeing
many problems out there this morning
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the fog tracker this morning visibility down to about
MORE IN THE MORNING 3 miles of punta gorda airport in immokalee is
reporting some dense fog right now so
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there. Some cloud coverage overhead you can see
MORE IN THE MORNING that our views from punta gorda airport. And the
naples area but enough breaks in the clouds
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degrees. Island coast high school in cape coral 6768
at the airport in punta gorda riverdale high school
in fort myers at 68 degrees as well
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coast of cape coral 68 riverdale in the fort myers
area and 68 punta gorda airport to pay not to be
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morning, let's get you outside, here's the view from
punta gorda airport in note off in the distance,
some low hanging clouds about 20

afternoon,airport that
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fog,fog tracker,little bit,marco
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this out quickly in fact little bit of fog are seen at the
airport in punta gorda is gone now visibility is
improving in immokalee as well.
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in around punta gorda airport visibility down there.
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So 55 miles per hour 52 miles per hour was the
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clouds right now in fact, let's zoom in on that
MORE IN THE MORNING camera view from punta gorda airport. And you can
see sort of that missed I'll be watching
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temperatures soaring into the upper 90's in spots,
MORE IN THE MORNING punta gorda 98 degrees. The airport yesterday
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blue sky also that beautiful blue from downtown
fort myers. Now punta gorda airport in charlotte
county as well as in collier county. We are
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where 69 degrees arcadia in joshua berman is 69 as
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ranch and 7071 right now the port
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of year because how crazy is this you go all the way
up towards punta gorda airport. >> A 14 inch
03‐Sep‐2020 WINK News This Morning difference in rainfall for the year they
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pretty nice 70 for lehigh acres 75 cape coral and
fort myers. Punta gorda airport hanging on to 79
degrees, south side and the humidity as I

as expected an absolute scorcher across southwest
MORE IN THE MORNING florida, punta gorda the airport official high 98
degrees yesterday immokalee hit 97 page
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high,coast,evening,little
bit,numbers,o'clock,out any rainfall,out okay
numbers,rain,rainfall to track,real‐time
radar,storm tracker model,storms,storms to
bubble,temperatures,up the sea
5498 breeze,yesterday

settle and you can make that out plainly are camera
MORE IN THE MORNING here over the punta gorda airport you can see is the
light goes around that area of low
07‐Sep‐2020 AT 5

area,fairly widespread storms,fog
tracker,fuel for rainfall,gorda
cape,head,index,little bit,mid‐nineties heat
index values,moisture,morning,next
couple,o'clock,orange deep tropical
moisture,patchy fog,punta gorda
airport,rainfall,sea breeze,showers and
5020 thunderstorms,storms,up a couple showers

66 degrees right now cape coral at island coast high
MORE IN THE MORNING school 67 punta gorda at the airport 68 degrees.
Fort myers area near at the riverdale
23‐Sep‐2020 AT 5

areas,dry air,health care,high school
area,insurance to cover,morning,mound
house,public health crisis,real deal,relentless
humidity,ride,safe driver,sinking
3875 afternoon,clothing,couple
car,temperatures
of showers,high

for mike babcock ranch. Both in the 60's now at 68.
MORE IN THE MORNING Punta gorda airport at 68 degrees lone holdout in
the 70's in charlotte county rotunda
23‐Sep‐2020 AT 5

quality pieces,high
temperatures,humidity,light rain,little
bit,mix of clouds,model,morning,mostly
sunny skies clouds,prime bike,rain,real‐time
radar,showers,showers and
thunderstorms,stay rain,storm tracker
3875 model,temperatures to fall,unseasonably dry

hour and many of us are in the 60's right now that
MORE IN THE MORNING includes punta gorda airport when the cool spots
out there at 68 degrees arcadia is at 69
23‐Sep‐2020 AT 5

area,cameras,city,clouds and sunshine
temperatures,cool dry air,couple,dew
points,lighthouse point,look,morning,new
way,oxygen salinity temperature,rain,real‐
time radar,red light camera
concept,temperatures,up a little bit,use
3875 water studios,very comfortable air,water

to the governor and lawmakers by november. A tsa
agent at the punta gorda airport tested positive for
30‐Sep‐2020 WINK News This Morning the coronavirus tsa says the last date

airport,antigen,antigen chat test cost,cape
coral assistant city manager,city,collier
county run,construction
upgrade,construction worker,coral
home,coronavirus tsa,costello's request,fire
spread,floor,former bonita springs city
manager,intelligent force control,kidnapping
and robbery
charges,late
son,park,punta
3626 Inland
areas spots,abc
news,afternoon,alex

. Temperature wise we're in the 70's just lost the
MORE IN THE MORNING output from punta gorda airport but I checked it's
at 76 degrees right now 74 in fort
28‐Sep‐2020 AT 4:30

abc news,area winds,black mothers,cancer
care,comfortable air,deaths,deeper
inland,delivery mothers,drier air,few
storms,front,inland trend,labelle area,long
dew point values,morning,number of
pregnancy,o'clock,postpartum
3578 mothers,pregnancy,rain,rainy season

